Onyx EZR Radio with Vehicle Kit

Satellite Radio For Your Vehicle And Beyond—All With One Subscription.

FEATURES

• Easy-to-read, large high-resolution display
• View artist or show name, song or program title and content or channel information
• Store up to 10 of your favorite channels
• View what’s playing on your favorite channels in split-screen mode
• Two Display Options—white text on black background or black text on white background
• Create your own music channel that’s a blend of your selected channels with TuneMix™
• Easily lock and unlock channels with mature content
• Hear SiriusXM® through your existing vehicle stereo with easy, do-it-yourself installation*
• One-Touch Jump™ to the previous channel to which you were listening

KIT CONTENTS

• Onyx EZR Radio
• PowerConnect™ Vehicle Dock
• PowerConnect™ Power Adapter
• Magnetic Mount Antenna
• Aux-In Cable
• Mounting Accessories

Listen in multiple locations—at home, outdoors or in other vehicles with additional accessories—ALL WITH ONE SUBSCRIPTION

*Requires FM radio. If your vehicle has an auxiliary input, use the included Aux-In cable for best performance. Will also work with cassette adapter (sold separately).
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**PORTABILITY: Take Your Subscription More Places With These Compatible Accessories**

- **OPTIONAL HOME KIT**
  - Listen in your home or office with Home Kit model SXDH3 or DH3

- **OPTIONAL SPEAKER DOCK**
  - Listen anywhere with Portable Speaker Dock model SXSD2 or SD2

- **OPTIONAL VEHICLE KIT**
  - Listen in another vehicle with Vehicle Kit model SXDV3 or DV3

- Get the All Access package to listen on your smartphone, tablet and computer†

---

**Programming: Able to receive all SiriusXM audio channels and satellite programming packages.**

- Identify favorite channels
- View artist or show name, song or program title and content or channel information
- Save up to 10 favorite channels
- Select split-screen mode to preview what’s playing on your favorite channels
- Optimize PowerConnect™ performance with easy FM tuning*
- Easily tune through channels
- Change settings such as Parental Controls, display scrolling and more
- View channels by categories and preview what’s playing on other channels
- Directly tune to a channel by entering the channel number
- Create a music channel that’s a blend of channels with TuneMix™
- One-Touch Jump™ to the previous channel and also select alternate-display mode

---

*Requires FM radio. If your vehicle has an auxiliary input, use the included Aux-In cable for best performance. Will also work with cassette adapter (sold separately).
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